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New Andis Styler 1875 High Heat Ceramic Hair Dryer
Hatchet design offers convenience for styling while drying hair

Sturtevant, WI (August 2015) – The new Styler 1875 High Heat Ceramic Hair Dryer from Andis combines ceramic, tourmaline and ionic drying technologies in a streamlined hatchet design with three styling attachments to create bold, beautiful hair styles.

“Hair professionals looking to shorten their styling time should try the Andis Styler 1875. Just slide on the soft bristle brush attachment to create a round brush effect for volume, bend and smoothing. The fine-tooth and wide-tooth comb attachments work well for straightening and finishing,” says Aileen Nunez, Andis international education manager.

The hatchet design has 1875 watts of power to concentrate airflow over a wider area rather than through a traditional circular nozzle so it functions as a heated styling brush or comb. Ceramic technology delivers even heat to preserve natural oils and essential moisture for shiny, healthy-looking hair. Tourmaline ionic technology dries hair faster by breaking down water molecules for easier absorption by hair fibers. The high velocity airflow has three heat/speed settings and a cool shot button to lock in the style.

The Styler 1875 also features dual-voltage for worldwide use, a one-year-warranty and a convenient rubber loop for hanging. Learn more at www.andis.com.
SRP: $28.75

About Andis Company
Andis Company, a family held business founded in 1922, is a leading manufacturer of handheld tools to trim, cut, curl, straighten and dry hair. The company’s products are purchased in more than 90 countries by barbers and salon professionals, consumers, hotels, motels, resorts, small animal groomers and large animal groomers and shearers. To find a local distributor, call 800-558-9441 or visit www.andis.com.
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